








2010 CIRP Freshman Survey -- Cornell Supplemental Questions 
 

Please answer the following questions in the space provided at the bottom of the last page of the survey booklet (Questions 44 
through 63).  DO NOT MARK YOUR ANSWERS ON THIS GREEN SHEET. 
 
Over your undergraduate years at Cornell, what is your best guess as to the chances that you will: 

  Very good Some      Very little No  
  chance chance chance  chance  
44. Feel a sense of community at Cornell as a whole  A B C D 

45. Develop close friendships with other students  A B C D 

46. Feel out of place or that you just don’t fit in on campus   A B C D 

47 Participate in class discussions  A B C D 

48. Be excited by your classes  A B C D 

49. Debate intellectual ideas with other students outside of class A B C D 

50.  Meet with faculty members to get help with coursework  A B C D 

51.  Have intellectual discussions with faculty members outside of class A B C D 

52. Have coffee or dine with a faculty member  A B C D 

53. Participate in an internship  A B C D 

54. Take on a leadership role in a campus committee, student  A B C D 
 organization or other non-academic project   

During your undergraduate years at Cornell, how interested are you in: 

  Very Somewhat Slightly No at all  
  interested interested interested interested  
55. Conducting original research on your own or with a faculty member  A B C D 

56. Taking courses offered outside your undergraduate college A B C D 

During your first year at Cornell, what is your best guess as to the chances that you will: 

  Very good Some      Very little  No  
  chance chance chance  chance  

57. Feel a sense of community in your residence hall  A B C D  

58. Participate in activities or programs offered in your residence hall A B C D  

59.  When you begin to think about future housing, what would be your best guess as to where you would most like to live during your 
sophomore year at Cornell? 

A Collegetown residence hall D Fraternity or sorority 

B Program House E Off campus housing (private apartment or house, cooperative) 

C West Campus House System 

60.  How would you like Cornell to provide you with announcements about school, work, organizations, and university services? (Mark your 
top choice.) 

A Email/email lists D Announcements on TVs located in public spaces at Cornell 

B Social networking (e.g., Facebook/Twitter) E News (RSS) feeds you subscribe to 

C Web sites 

61. How would you like Cornell to notify you if a critical computing service is temporarily unavailable? “Critical” services are ones you 
expect to rely on routinely such as course web pages, email, or online access to printers in student labs. (Mark your top choice.) 

A Email message D Announcements on Cornell’s computer support web site 

B Text message E News (RSS) feeds you subscribe to 

C Social networking (e.g., Facebook/Twitter) 

62.  About how many people do you have in your personal life that you can really open up to about your most private feelings without 
having to hold back? 

 A    0                B    1                C    2                 D    3                 E    4 or more 

63. Which of the following best describes your sexual orientation? (Mark one) 

 A Straight/heterosexual 

 B Gay, lesbian or bisexual 

 C Queer 

 D Questioning 

 E Not specified Thank you for participating in the survey! 
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